The smell of scheduling
success with
The Perfume Shop
It began with a simple idea – making luxury perfume
brands accessible to everyone – and grew into the
UK’s largest specialist fragrance retailer. The Perfume
Shop, now part of global health and beauty leader, A.S
Watson, boasts over 220 stores in the United Kingdom
and Ireland, a fragrant fixture of the high street.
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The metrics
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“We had no control over budget versus our spend,
and no central view of our staffing,” says Hardik Dave,
Lead Project Manager at The Perfume Shop. “For
our employees, it wasn’t easy to apply for holidays, it
definitely wasn’t simple to see their shifts in advance or
apply for gap shifts.”
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“Rotageek helped us fulfil our company’s vision
– one system that makes scheduling simple for
everyone, supporting us to improve every day.”
Hardik Dave, Lead Project Manager

